STAFF REPORT
PETITION FOR SUBDIVISION
APPLICANT/OWNER
LOCATION:
REQUEST:
EXISTING ZONING:
PARCEL SIZE:

BACKGROUND:

Pentrex Development Corporation
641 N Ballas Road
1. Rezoning approval from “D” Single Family Residential to “PD-R” Planned
Development Residential
2. Approval of a preliminary plan for construction of a 9-unit subdivision.
D-Residential (15,000 SF lots)
4.85 Acres

The Blattner property is a narrow tract of land situated along Ballas Road
between Spring Valley and Spring Valley Woods. The site remains largely
undeveloped with the exception of a single-family residence located at the
eastern stretch of the property accessible from Ballas.
City records obtained from the late-1970s suggest that the Blattner property was
intentionally held out from residential development to the north (Spring Valley,
1977) and south (Spring Valley Woods, 1981). This holdout led to the
configuration of two stub streets along Brook Valley and a dead-end which
terminates at Clear Brook. These conditions, according to minutes taken from the
Planning Commission at that time, were designed to be temporary and corrected
pending future development of the Blattner property. The city’s overall and longterm strategy focused on connecting both subdivisions once the Blattner
Property became available and creating a secondary means of access for each
neighborhood. That strategy was further articulated in the 2003 and 2015
comprehensive plans – see attached.

From a zoning standpoint, both Spring Valley (34 lots) and Spring Valley Woods
(35 lots) were developed under Alternate Density Zoning, a concept permitted
under the subdivision ordinance that offers relief from conventional site
standards by reducing minimum lot sizes to 50% of the difference between the
underlying zoning district and the next lowest district, provided the average lot
size (including common ground) meets the minimum lot size standard.
In this instance, “D” Single Family Residential served as the underlying zoning
district for both Spring Valley and Spring Valley Woods, but densities permitted
under Alternate D zoning (12,500 SF) were applied to encourage common
ground to be set aside and greater flexibility for the developer to build around
rough terrain or unusual land features (creek) without losing density. Using this
approach the average lot size in Spring Valley and Spring Valley Woods was
calculated at 15,116 SF including common ground, whereas a lion share of the
buildable lots were platted between 10,000-15,000 SF – representing the
midpoint between “D” and “E” densities. Staff took the liberty of tabulating the
densities below for clarity.
Spring Valley & Spring Valley Woods
D District
Alternate D
E District
Lot Size
15,000
12,500
10,000
Average Lot Size Including Common Ground = 15,116 SF
Average Lot Size for Buildable Lots = 12,512 SF
In terms of site dimensions, both Spring Valley and Spring Valley Woods were
platted using Residential “E” standards for setbacks and frontage requirements
in place of “D” to achieve smaller lots and promote the reservation of common
ground – another benefit for using Alternate Density zoning.
Dimensions
Lot Width Front/Rear Setbacks Side Yard Setbacks
Spring Valley
85’+
30’
10’
Spring Valley Woods
75’+
30’
10’

STAFF ISSUES:
1. Waiver of 5-Acre
Minimum

As an aside, Alternate Density Zoning remains to be an option under Section
420.040 of the subdivision ordinance, as it was never formally removed
following passage of the current Zoning Code in January 2017 and the
introduction of Planned Development Residential (PD-R), which is largely its
modern counterpart. Staff will seek guidance from the Planning Commission on
its preference for keeping Alternate Density as a vehicle for future residential
development.
EXPLANATION:
The obvious and immediate concern for staff focuses on the petition to waive the
5-acre minimum site standard, which if successful, would make the property
eligible to rezone to PD-R subject to the amendment procedures outlined in
Chapter 404. The zoning code allows a waiver pursuant to the following criteria:
“These minimum site sizes may be waived by the Board of Aldermen upon report by
the Planning and Zoning Commission; if it is determined that the use proposed is
desirable or necessary in relationship to the surrounding neighborhood; or, if the

2. Rezoning
Procedures

3. Density
Calculations

Board of Aldermen should determine such waiver to be in the general public
interest”.
The PD designation is not intended to serve as an overlay, but rather as a
separate use district attached to a specific parcel of land in which an amendment
to the zoning map is required. The procedures for doing so are defined under
Section 420.005 of the Zoning Code and generally involve holding a public
hearing while notifying every household within 200 feet from the boundaries of
the area with the proposed change.
The density (# of lots permitted) under PD-R uses “D” Residential as the
underlying benchmark for establishing lot sizes. Per the code, the computation of
density shall be based on dwelling units per net acre for the entire site. To
compute the number of dwelling units per net acre, fifteen (15) percent of the
gross acreage of the parcel shall be deducted and the net acreage divided by the
lowest minimum lot size (Residential “D” district 15,000 square feet). Under this
proposal, the density calculations are compliant with the zoning code for
both PD-R and standard “D” Residential – demonstrated below.
Density Calculation
Lot Sizes
Max Lots
Blattner Proposal
12,711
9
Standard “D” Residential
15,000
14.1
PD-R Residential
12.0
Calculation: (Gross Acreage – 15%) / 15,000 = 12

Gross Acreage
211,266 SF
15% of Gross Acreage
31,689.90 SF

It should be noted that the average lot size (22,359 SF) under the Blattner
subdivision proposal is generally inconsistent with the average lot size in the
surrounding subdivisions (12,512 SF). This is simply a product of the
narrowness of the parcel and the usage of PD-R vs. Alternate Density Zoning.
4. Minimum Setbacks

Approval of this subdivision hinges on relief from the minimum front and rear
yard setbacks mandated under the zoning code and specifically the frontage (lot
width) requirements for Residential “D” zoning, all of which are non-conforming
under the current proposal before the Planning Commission. It’s important to
stress that PD-R enforces minimum setbacks when any side of the new
development abuts another residential district. When that happens the
underlying setbacks are applied to ensure consistency with the
characteristics of the surrounding development. In this instance, Residential
“D” zoning will serve as the underlying standard – shown below.
Dimensions
Residential “D”

Lot Width

Front Yard
Setback
35’

Side Yard
Setback
10’

Rear Yard
Setback
40’

100’
81’-Ballas
Proposal
30’
10’
30’
47’-Clear Brook
*Red Indicates Non-Conformity w/ Dimensional Requirements under “D”

Using this rule and applying dimensional standards enforced under “D” zoning,
staff believes that the Planning Commission may recommend waiving these nonconforming features to “facilitate the use of flexible techniques of land
development and site design” so long as the development achieves one or more

of the following objectives:
1. Site planning that better adapts to site conditions and its relation to
surrounding properties that would not otherwise be possible or would be
inhibited under the district regulations applicable to the property;
2. Functional and beneficial uses of open space areas;
3. Preservation of natural features of a development site;
4. Creation of a safe and desirable living environment for residential areas
characterized by a unified building and site development program;
5. Rational and economical in relation to public utilities and services;
6. Efficient and effective traffic circulation, both within and adjacent to the
development site.

5. Naming of the
Development
6. Street
Materials/Grades
7. Lot Slopes
8. Trees
9. Streetlights
10. Street Names

11. Street Frontage

12. Cul-de-sac Sizes

In making its recommendation the Commission should always refer back to
these criteria, as they will help articulate its position to the Board of Aldermen of
whether a rezoning to PD-R is desirable or necessary in relationship to the
surrounding neighborhoods.
The preliminary site plan submitted to staff on October 1 is titled “Blattner
Farm”. Staff assumes this name represents the working title of the subdivision.
By ordinance, pavement materials will depend on the grades of the streets. This
information has not yet been provided. However, both of the adjoining
subdivisions have concrete streets, so it would only make sense for the
connections to also be concrete.
Contour intervals provided under the preliminary site plan indicate a substantial
drop in grade (west to east) on Lot 7 at Clear Brook.
A current map has been provided. A more detailed landscaping plan must be
developed.
Not indicated on preliminary plan. The City will not own or maintain the
streetlights.
Existing streets will service all new lots under the current proposal. This
includes the connection at Brook Valley Road and the extension of Clear Brook
Drive via hammerhead cul-de-sac.
Street frontage will occur along Ballas, the connector street at Brook Valley, and
adjacent to the hammerhead cul-de-sac extension at Clear Brook. None of the lots
under this proposal meet the 100’ minimum frontage requirement and therefore
would be subject to a rezoning to PD-R for approval.
A hammerhead or “T-turnaround” has been proposed on Clear Brook at the
extension of Clear Brook in lieu of a standard cul-de-sac. The turnaround feature
includes a 68’ wide base and a 26’ access point leading to Clear Brook. The
subdivision code states that “where the planned minor street is to terminate in a
circular open space, the open space shall have a radius of at least fifty (50) feet. If
the circular open space is to contain a landscaped island, the open space shall
have a radius of at least sixty (60) feet”.
The proposed hammerhead with a maximum width of 68’ feet clearly does not
meet the requirement for a 50’ radius (100’ diameter) “circular open space” (i.e.
cul-de-sac). The developer’s justification is that constructing a full-sized cul-desac would only allow for two lots rather than three, and that St. Louis County
allows these turnarounds in place of a true cul-de-sac. Staff believes the end of

Clear Brook should be redesigned to include a 50’ radius cul-de-sac per the code.
13. Subdivision
Indentures

Subdivision Indentures are only required if the subdivision has common ground.
Since this proposal does not reserve common ground area, indentures are not
required. Indeed, many other subdivisions in Des Peres operate without
indentures.

Submitted November 6, 2018
Scott Schaefer, Assistant City Administrator
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expansion of this facility will be limited unless new facilities are built at a greater number of floors than currently exist in the primary hospital buildings. Given the competitive hospital environment in the immediate vicinity, it would seem unlikely that this
facility would undergo further significant expansion that would have an impact on the
adjacent residential areas than currently exists.
• There are several non-conforming commercial and agricultural uses located in residential areas of the City.
In 2003, three large commercial nursery/greenhouse operations existed in the City
largely surrounded by single- family residential development. The northernmost of
these sits just east of N. Ballas Road at 12348 Eckleman Lane (J ost Nursery and Greenhouse). This property consists of approximately 2 acres and sits adjacent to several
large vacant parcels to the southeast that have frontage to Ballas Road. This property
borders only four single- family residential properties, one of which is owned by the
same family that owns the greenhouse. This property is zoned within the City’s “A”
Residential district and is thus a non- conforming use. Therefore, expansion of this use
is prohibited and should any of the buildings be destroyed to a significant degree by
fire, storm, or other causes they could not be rebuilt without special approval.
Another much larger nursery/greenhouse operation is located in the eastern part of the
City just north of Manchester Road on Meier Lane. This is the Tomasovic Nursery &
Greenhouse. It occupies a site of 8 acres that is intensely developed with greenhouse
and other structures that cover approximately two- thirds of the site. Many of these
structures are very close to the single- family residential structures and their back yards
(17 housing units) border this facility. This property is zoned within the City’s “A” Residential district and is thus a non- conforming use. Therefore, any expansion of this use
is prohibited and should any of the buildings be destroyed to a significant degree by
fire, storm, or other causes they could also not be rebuilt without special approval.
The third such facility was located in a smaller site of approximately 1.5 acres further
south on Meier Lane behind the commercial buildings that front Manchester Road.
The site has since been cleared. The property is within the City’s “C1- A” Commercial
district and thus could be developed with uses permitted in that district. As of this
writing, there are no known active plans for use of the property.
• There are still some very large underdeveloped residential parcels throughout the City that
could be subdivided in the future.
In 2003 there were some very large vacant and underdeveloped tracts of property that
subdivided and were suitable for subsequent residential development. While there are
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fewer such areas today, there are a number of these tracts that still exist. They are located primarily along either side of Des Peres Road generally midway between
Dougherty Ferry Road and Manchester Road and along or via access from Ballas Road
north of Manchester. On Exhibit 6, Existing Land Use in the Appendix, these appear as either vacant land or as residential use occupying large land areas. In this latter
case, this is because there may be a house occupying a small portion of a much larger
tract. Where these properties do not border the arterial roadways noted, their subdivision and residential development potential may be limited by the substandard streets
that provide access unless these streets were brought to City standards as a part of proposed development. One large tract located to the east along Barrett Station Road was
dedicated by the property owners to the Missouri Department of Conservation in 2005
and is now the Phantom Forest Conservation Area.
These vacant or underdeveloped parcels provide two opportunities:
• The potential for development of new housing units at densities similar to other
nearby residential developments; and
• The potential for development of new types of upscale housing at densities and
unit types that are attractive to retirees and professionals. These persons want
high- quality, luxury housing but slightly less square footage than is prevalent in the
City’s housing and on smaller lots requiring less maintenance. Single- family zerolot line condominium development is one model for this type of housing development. There is a significant demand for these housing types among affluent members of the population.
• There are certain sections of the City that are encumbered by obsolete, substandard
platting that limits redevelopment opportunities (i.e. Manhattan Heights).
As this statement from the 2003 Comprehensive Plan indicates, there are numerous
instances in the oldest part of the City where obsolete and substandard platting make
redevelopment difficult. The can be seen on Exhibit 4, Historical Growth Patterns ,
in the Appendix in the residential area known as Manhattan Heights south of Manchester Road, a similar area north of Manchester Road between Bopp and Harwood
Roads, and in some of the commercial parcels along Manchester Road. These are situations where the residential lots as originally platted are very small both in terms of
frontage and sometimes in depth as well.
In many instances, housing units were built on more than one lot but without lot consolidation. In some cases, these are the same areas of the City that are undergoing replacement of existing housing with larger units on these lots. Along the Manchester
frontage there are numerous instances of commercial uses having been developed on
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very small lots which do not meet current City standards. All of these situations create
non- conforming zoning and subdivision situations that make use or redevelopment of
these parcels difficult. The City should encourage redevelopment, but in the process
should also encourage property consolidation.
Transportation Issues and Considerations
The 2003 Comprehensive Plan noted a number of transportation issues as items of
consideration for discussion later in the Plan. Those issues and related considerations
are recapped below with discussion related to current issues and considerations.
Where 2003 discussion elements are similar, they have been combined. Items from
2003 that are redundant or discussed in prior Sections of this report are not included.
• There are a large number of commercial access points within close proximity along Manchester Road.
As noted in the previous land use discussion, the traffic along Manchester Road is
complicated by the number of access points to the various commercial properties.
This contributes to the traffic accidents that occur along this roadway. It is a five
lane configuration along its entire length east of Ballas Road with left and right
turns permitted from the center (fifth lane). Dedicated turning lanes are provided
at certain signalized intersections (Blase Avenue, Lindemann Road, Tallie
Drive/Bopp Road, and Lockett Drive). Exhibit 9, Accident Data in the Appendix
shows that the highest annual accident numbers are at the following locations on
Manchester Road east of Ballas Road:
-

Blase Avenue (7),
Kinstern Drive (8),
Lindemann Road (17); and
Bopp Road/Tallie Drive (7)

The Lindemann/Manchester intersection serves two major shopping locations,
with Walgreens on one of the corners (southwest), Dierbergs on the other corner
(southeast), and a multi- tenant shopping center on the north. These are high traffic- generating uses which undoubtedly accounts for the high number of accidents
at this location. Other uses which generate a high rate of turning movements along
this corridor include McDonald’s at Blase Avenue, and Des Peres Shopping Center
at Kinstern.
The highest annual accident counts along Manchester Road are from Ballas Road
west. These are as follows:
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The access points east of I- 270 at Pointe Drive (15),
The access points at Westmark Drive (23);
On I- 270 at the Manchester interchange (20);
At the entrance to West County Center across from the Edward J ones complex
(20), and
At Ballas Road (29)

As discussed previously, this highlights the importance of the City’s need to consolidate curb cuts at every opportunity as redevelopment of properties occurs. The accidents that occur at signalized intersections may be explained by factors such as
driver inattention, running the lights, and conflicts with adjacent curb cuts. The
other accidents along Manchester Road east of Ballas are certainly the result of the
myriad of curb cuts for businesses and intersecting roadways coupled with the volume of traffic this roadway carries. No average annual daily traffic (AADT) volume
data for Manchester Road east of Ballas is currently available after 2000 when the
AADT was approximately 32,400 vehicles (see Table 1 in Section 3). However,
given the development/redevelopment that has occurred along this roadway since
2003 (expansion of Edwards J ones, relocation of Schnucks, development Dierbergs,
etc.), the volumes on this portion of Manchester Road are likely to be closer to
40,000 AADT.
• Some commercial developments have frontages on collector roadways but do not have access to those roadways.
Where these situations occur, the City should at every opportunity possible (change
of use, site redevelopment, building improvements) attempt to create these alternate access points. By funneling some of the turning movements to the adjacent
collector roadways, the turning movements to and from Manchester Road will be
channeled to a more recognizable access point. This will contribute to reducing accidents in conjunction with consolidation of curb cuts as discussed in the previous
item.
• Some minor subdivision streets dead-end and many subdivisions within the community
have only a single point of access to the road system.
Both of these issues/conditions discussed in the 2003 Comprehensive Plan are situations that should be avoided but in most instances cannot really be reversed once
created. These are situations that create serious public safety problems for the residents of these areas if natural disasters or other issues occur where the principal access road to an area is blocked and the area can’t be accessed by emergency vehicles.
The sense of privacy and safety that these “enclave” subdivisions provide are often
attractive to the residents and prospective homeowners. They also view this as a
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means to insure that “through” traffic is not added to their streets. Although residents may see this type of subdivision layout as a benefit, they are really safety impediments.
Because the City is, in essence, built out there is little opportunity to correct existing such scenarios. As noted previously, new residential development opportunities exist on a few large vacant or underdeveloped tracts. Where it is possible, new
subdivisions should be platted to avoid creating these situations and should link to
other adjacent street networks. Studying a map of the City will reveal that there are
several instances where the design of subdivision- street networks have been configured to make proper street connections as adjacent property is subdivided. The
City must avoid the pressure that will result from existing residents to prevent
these connections when the time comes.
• The Bi-State Development Agency (operating as Metro Transit) provides limited transit
service along Manchester Road.
Manchester Road is served by Metro bus service via route #57 Maplewood Wildwood. The routing for this bus service is shown below. This route serves local travel
needs along Manchester Avenue from the City of Wildwood to the City of Maplewood. It connects West Saint Louis County residents to jobs, services and retail
along the Manchester corridor, and is time- connected to MetroLink and the #32
M.L. King- Chouteau at the Maplewood- Manchester MetroLink Station in order to
further travel into the urban core.

Destinations served by the route include: Lafayette Work Center, Downtown
Maplewood, West County Mall; West County Care Center; Des Peres Square; Wildwood Center; Sam’s Club at Manchester Road and New Ballwin Road; Costco on
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1970s such as Ballas Pond, Glenfield Woods, Ballas Estates, Kirk Place, Winslow Lane,
Spring Valley, Spring Valley Woods, Pinecrest Manor, Ballas Trails and Apple Hill. These
newer residential areas are characterized by large homes and lots situated on curvilinear
streets.
This planning area is essentially built- out with land use that is predominantly residential
consisting entirely of single- family detached housing units at a density of up to 4.0 units
per acre. There are some public and institutional uses in the area including the Des Peres
Public Safety building, St. Paul’s School, St. Paul’s Cemetery and Vinyard Community
Church. Open space features in the planning area are limited to subdivision common
ground and the Ballas Pond Nature Area. The most significant subdivision common
ground in the area is associated with the Spring Valley and Apple Hill subdivisions. The
northern boundary of this area as shown on Exhibit 16 has been altered from the 2003
Plan. The boundary is adjusted to account for the loss of three housing units at the northern edge of the area. These units were acquired and demolished to become part of the parcel that now comprises the Schnucks grocery store that fronts to Manchester Road and
which was built in the intervening years. This area abuts residential areas of similar or
lower (large lot) density to the east in the Kirkwood.
One of the recommendations from the 2003 Plan related to improvements to Ballas Road
through Planning Area Three. It was noted that the number of subdivision entrances and
driveway curb cuts along this roadway merited consideration for improvements to the
roadway to provide at least a three lane configuration to improve traffic flow and safety.
Since the 2003 Plan was completed this has been largely accomplished. Sidewalks have
been built on the western side of the roadway and some sidewalks exist on the eastern side
but not along the entire length. Bike lanes were also recommended but have not been
built; however, these are recommended by the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan that is
being conducted by Trailnet for the City. Currently, there is a narrow, paved shoulder
along parts of the roadway that can be used as a bikeway. However, it is not continuous
and is not marked as a bikeway. With the improvement to Dougherty Ferry interchange
and the redevelopment of West County Center (which occurred just before the 2003 Plan
was adopted), the traffic on this roadway has grown by about 5,500 vehicles per day to approximately 18,800 average annual daily traffic (AADT). Given current conditions, this
roadway is not a safe environment for most bicyclists.
As noted previously in this report in the discussion of transportation issues, to the extent
that new residential development occurs as a result of re- platting and property consolidation or redevelopment, dead– end streets should not be platted unless it can be clearly
demonstrated by a land developer that the street will be extended within a reasonable period of time. As noted in the 2003 Plan, there is an opportunity to extend both Clearbrook
Drive and Brookvalley Road when the large underdeveloped tract that divides the Spring
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Valley and Spring Valley Woods subdivisions is developed. Clearbrook Drive should be extended and terminated in a cul- de- sac. Brookvalley Drive should be extended as a through
street, linking the two subdivisions.
In addition, the City should not approve the construction of any private street in Planning
Area Three that does not meet minimum City standards. This will avoid the conditions
that exist in several locations throughout the City wherein the width of a residential street
represents a public safety concern for vehicular travel and for emergency vehicle access.
Planning Area Four – Western Residential Area
The largest of the Planning Areas designated in the 2003 Comprehensive Plan, the Western Residential Area is located west of I- 270 and occupies about 40% of the total land area
within the City. The rolling terrain of this area of the City has resulted in the development
of curvilinear residential streets that follow the dictates of the topography. This area includes the newest sections of Des Peres that were annexed into the City beginning in the
mid- 1970s. Much of the residential development in this Area occurred in the 1970s and
early 1980s, but infill development has not occurred in Planning Area Four up to the present time.
Planning Area Four is generally characterized by higher value housing units situated within
large subdivisions. These subdivisions include Wynfield Pointe, Wyndemere, Four Winds
Farm, Royal Acres, Dougherty Lake, Dougherty Woods, Dougherty Ridge, Dougherty Oaks,
Westledge, Greenbriar Estates, Greenbriar Ridge, Windhust, Chandler Ridge, and Bellerosa
Estates. Like Planning Area One, this Area contains a limited number of locations where
new residential development could occur. Also, like Area One, some of these locations represent the few locations that may represent opportunities where planned residential zerolot- line or cluster- style single- family housing could be appropriately developed in the City.
However, as previously discussed in this report, such development would be subject to
modifying the City’s Zoning Code to provide for this type of development.
Planning Area Four experienced some of the earliest residential in- fill development. As
noted in the 2003 Plan, the oldest housing in the area is located in the Grandview Heights
Subdivision and along Topping Lane. Much of the housing was constructed in the 1950s.
In 2003, it was noted that some of the subdivisions in Planning Area Four had experienced
some infill housing activity. Some of the older units had been demolished in recent years
and replaced with larger units. The recommendation from the 2003 Plan which said “Any
redevelopment of these areas should maintain historic density levels and seek to improve
the quality of the existing housing stock” continues to be appropriate.
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